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ABSTRACT 
The algebraic origin of Huang’s method and its generalizations (called the ABS 
methods) for solving determined or underdetermined linear systems (Ax = b) is 
explained and formulated in detail. This arises from the formulation based upon the 
recursive computation of a right inverse of A. The general formulation obtained here, 
which depends on the arbitrary matrix, includes all the above-mentioned methods. 
Under a suitable choice of arbitrary matrix, the implicit QR factorization of A via 
Gram-Schmidt algorithms and the implicit LU factorization of A via Gaussian 
elimination techniques are recovered. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an m X n real matrix, and consider the system of linear 
equations 
Ax =b, (1) 
where x is a real n-vector and b is a real m-vector. 
In this work, we deal with m < n. Recall that in general (1) may have 
more than one solution or the system may be inconsistent. 
For ease of exposition and to validate the algebraic interpretation of 
several projection algorithms, we confine the analysis here to the case when 
A has full row rank, i.e., rank A = m. In this case, the system (1) is consistent 
(the matrix A represents a surjective linear map), and it admits an infinite 
number of solutions unless m = n, in which case A is regular and (1) has a 
unique solution. 
Every solution x* of an underdetermined system Ax = b can be written 
explicitly as [8] 
x* = ARb + (Z, - ARA)u, (2) 
where AR is a right inverse of A (i.e., AAR = I,,,> and u is an arbitrary 
n-vector. Hence x* is the sum of any solution ARb (since the right inverse of 
such a matrix is not unique) and the projection of u onto the null space of A. 
It should be noticed that in the case m = n the right inverse AR coincides 
with the inverse A-’ and (2) is reduced to x* = A-lb. 
Denote by xk+ i the solution to the subsystem 
AkX = bk (k = 1,2,...,m) (3) 
consisting of the first k equations of (1). 0 ur approach is based on establish- 
ing a recursive procedure for computing xk+ i from xk. To obtain it, we 
introduce a right inverse of a matrix and give an expression that links the right 
inverses of the matrices of two successive subsystems mentioned above. 
The proposed scheme necessarily terminates, i.e., x* = x,, i solves (1). 
It turns out to be a general formulation including Huang’s and related 
methods, depending on the choice of right inverse of A. 
The remainder of the paper may be outlined as follows. In Section 2 we 
set some notation, and after introducing the right inverse of a matrix, which is 
defined through an auxiliary matrix, we give our main result. In Section 3 we 
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derive an algorithm for computing the solution and we state some of its 
properties. In Section 4, we show that the ABS class can be obtained 
explicitly from our approach. Next, we study two particular choices of the 
auxiliary matrix. We analyze the corresponding methods, which are related to 
implicit QR factorization and implicit LU factorization respectively. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce the concept of a right inverse of a matrix. At 
the end we state and prove a theorem that will be used to obtain the 
algorithm in Section 3. 
We next define some notation and then describe our strategy. 
[w” denotes the m-dimensional real space; 
OR”, n denotes the space of m X n real matrices; 
u E [w” denotes a column m-vector, and uk denotes the corresponding row 
m-vector (the transpose of u>; 
Znl denotes the identity matrix of order m. 
For U, D E [w”: 
uk denotes the k-vector whose components are the first k components of U: 
I_L~ E lWk and urn = u; 
(u, v> = uTo = uTu denotes the inner product. 
For A E [w’“~“: 
AT denotes the transpose matrix: AT E (w”,” [put AT = (al,. . . , a,) with 
a, E VVI; 
AR denotes the right inverse of A defined by AAR = I,; 
A’ denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse defined as the unique 
solution of A = AXA, X = XAX, AX and XA symmetric [6]; 
&A) denotes the null space of A; 
Spadu,, u2,. . . , uk} denotes the linear space spanned by the vectors 
ch:~,“,“,‘&;::y”: ffk) denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are 
ffi. 
A, denotes the matrix consisting of the first k rows of A: A, E [Wk. “, 
A,,, = A. 
In the sequel, unless otherwise explicitly stated, we assume that m < n 
and A has full row rank. 
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When A has full row rank, then using basic algebraic techniques 181, we 
can find a matrix Y E Iw”, * such that AY T E IF!“* n is invertible and so 
AR = Y’( AYT)-l. (4) 
Note that, in particular, if Y = A then AR = At. Clearly A, also has full row 
rank, and hence, by (2>, the solution of (3) can be expressed in the form 
xk+ 1 = A;bk + (I, - A;Ak)uk (5) 
for arbitrary uk E [w”, k = 1,2, . . . , m. 
In order to propose an iterative process for getting the solution x*, we 
need to establish a relationship between xk and xk + i, which depends on the 
knowledge of AZ from AC_ i. For that purpose, we give the following useful 
result. 
THEOREM 1. Let Yk_, = (Ye,..., yk_l)T E Rk-lz” be such that the 
inverse of the square matrix A, _ IYk’_ 1 E [w k- ‘2 k - ’ exists, and let yk E R n 
be such that 
where 
Pk = I,, - A;_,Ak-l. 
Let the matrix Yz be partitioned as (YkT_ 1, yk). Then: 
1. AkYkT is invertible and 
A; = Y;(AkY:)+ = 
2. The matrices Pk verify 
(6) 
(7) 




P k+l = pk - -Pkyka~Pk. 
Pk 
(9) 
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Proof. Since 
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Ak = and Yz = (YkT_i, Yk), 
then 
AkY; = Ak-,Yk’-l A,-1% af Yk’_ 1 a;Yk 
Using the formula for the inverse of a bordered matrix (see for example [5, p. 
165]), we deduce the results given in the theorem. ??
3. DERIVATION OF THE GENERAL ALGORITHM 
The previous theorem allows us to deduce an iterative process for 
computing the sequence xk. We remark that, taking (7) into account, (5) can 
be rewritten as 
x k+i = Afbk + Pk+luk. 
From (81, (9), and (lo), we deduce 
w 





k yka;&bk-’ + $P, y, + pk+l”k* 
Note that Af_,bk-’ = xk - Pkuk_I, and by using (7) again, we obtain 
alxk - bk 
xk+l = xk - 
Pk 
Pkyk + Pk+l(Uk - ukpl). 
As the vectors uk_ 1 and uk are arbitrary, we have finally 
“lxk - bk 
xk+l = xk - 
Pk 
Pkyk + Pk+l”k> (11) 
where vk is an arbitrary vector. 
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Summarizing, we get the 
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GENERAL ALGORITHM. 
Choose x 1 E IL!” arbitrarily. Let P, = I,. 
Iterate: for k = 1,2, . . . , m: 
Let yk, vk be arbitrary. 
Compute 
zk = PkYk 
tk = Pfak 





xk+l = xk - %k + Pk+$,k. 
Pk 
REMARK 1. We can adjust this algorithm by removing the first iteration 
and by choosing x1 to be an arbitrary solution of the first equation. It is also 
possible to improve the accuracy by starting from a previously computed 
approximate solution. 
Iterations of this kind yield an exact solution in at most m steps. 
Nevertheless, it can happen that, with a lucky choice of parameters, the exact 
solution is obtained in fewer steps. 
REMARK 2. From the algebraic definition of Pk given by 
p, = 1, - yL1( Ak-ly~l)-lAk-l, (12) 
it follows that Pk is an idempotent matrix. It is an oblique projection matrix 
unless yi = ai for i = 1,2,. . . , k - 1. In that case, we have 
Pk = P[ = P,f = I,, - Al_, A k-1. (13) 
The following properties of Pk are easily verified: 
Pi=PiPj=PjP, forj<i and PLY,‘, = A,_,P, = 0, (14) 
(0) =/f-( P,) cH( Pz) c ‘** cH( Pk) cN( Pk+l) c ‘*- cd-( P,+c,). 
(15) 
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In the light of the preceding remark, the following theorem gives some 
properties concerning the vectors ui, yi, zi , and t, . 
THEOREM 2. The vectors a,, yi, zi, and ti, as defined in the general 
algorithm, vetify for k = 1,2, . . . , m: 
1. Span{ .zl, . . . , zk} = Span{ y, , . . . , yk}. 
2. Span(t,, . . . , tk) = Spama,, . . . , ak}. 
3. a:‘zk = O fori <k. 
4. tTyk = O for i > k. 




Proof. 1: By the definition of zk and from (12) we have 
zk = yk - Y:_I(Ak~~Y~~I)~lAk-IYk = yk - &dk. 
Hence .zk E Span{ yi, . . . , yk}. Let 2, be the matrix whose columns are 
Zl,..., zk; we have 
z, = YkT&, 
where U, is a square unit upper triangular matrix. Consequently Span{=, , 
. . . . zk 1 = Spadyl,. . . , yk). 
2: The proof is similar to the preceding one. 
Parts 3 and 4 follow from (14). 
Part 5 follows from part 3, part 4, and (14). ??
REMARK 3. We emphasize, from property 3 of Theorem 2, that the set 
{%...> zm} is automatically constructed by successive projection such that 
; tEZ:2s;! y zk 6C.&Ak). Moreover, it is easy to see that zk E&Pk+ ,) 
U k . 
4. SPECIAL CASES OF THE ALGORITHM 
In this section, we consider the case where ok = 0 Vk. 
4.1. The ABS Formulation 
Transposing the relation (91, we get 
1 
Pk’, 1 = Pk’ - ~ PTak y:PT. 
alp, Yk 
190 
Replacing Pl by gk and premultiplying 
nonsingular matrix Hi, we get 
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the previous formula by any 
It follows that 
H kil = Hk - HkakWkTHk 
where H, = H,H, and wk = (H,‘)Tyk/a~(H;lHk)Tyk satisfy WrHkak = 1. 
On the other hand, Eq. (11) with uk = 0 (Vk) becomes 
Pk 
Xk+l = xk - 
a:( H; lHk)T Yk 
(H,lHk)TYkT 
since Pk = (H[lHk)T. By setting pk = (H;lHkFtjk = H~[(H;l)Tyk], we 
have 
xk+l = xk - - 
P:ikpk Ta * 
Hence, we obtain the basic ABS algorithm with the same notation as in [l]: 
ALGORITHM. 
Choose xi E [w” arbitrarily. Let H, E R”,” be nonsingular. 
Iterate: for k = 1,2,. . . , m: 
kt zk, wk be arbitrary. 
Compute 
pk = H:zk 
Pk = a:pk 
7k=U;Xk-bk 
H k+l = H, - HkUkW;Hk, with W;HkUk = 1 
xk+l = xk - ;Pk* 
This confirms, as proved by the authors of [2, p. 311, the redundancy of 
the parameters wk and H,. 
In the sequel, we shall investigate some choices of the matrix Y, in the 
general algorithm. 
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4.2. Huang’s Method and Implicit QR Factorization 
One choice for the vector yk in the general algorithm is ak. Considering 
Remark 2, this leads to 
zk = t, = Pkak. 
Note that, in exact arithmetic, & = 2;~~ > 0. Thus, we get the Huang 
algorithm [7]: 
ALGORITHM. 
Choose xi E [w” arbitrarily. Let P, = I,. 




zk zk =pk--....- 
Pk 
Pk 
xk+l = xk - --z 
Pk k- 
From Theorem 2, we have 
zTzj=O for i#j and aTzj=O fori<j. 
Therefore the set of vectors {z,, z2,. . . , z,) in Iw” is orthogonal. The matrix 
2 = (Zi’ zs, . . .) zm) is such that ZTZ = D = diagi pi, /3s,. . . , &) and AZ 
= L where L is a lower triangular matrix. Putting Q = ZDm112 and R = 
LD-‘/2, we recognize the well-known QR factorization. 
Now, we shall show the way of implementing zk = Pkak avoiding the 
explicit use of the P-matrices during the computation. We have two strate- 
gies. 
The first one consists in a recurrence relation based on the sum. We write 
the matrix Pk as 
pk = pk-l - 
zk-$:‘_I 
Pk_l 
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Thus, zk = Pkak = ak - Cf~~(zf’ak/z$zi)zi, and we deduce the following 
basic algorithm: 
ALGORITHM. 
21 = a,, p1 = z& 
Iteratre: for k = 2,. . . , m: 
zk 
(0) = q. 
For i = 1,. . . , k - 1 
We derive therefore the unnormalized column-oriented version of the 
classical Gram-Schmidt process applied to AT [3, 4, 61. 
The second strategy consists in a recurrence relation based on the 
product. The relation (9) can be written, for instance, as 
Then by setting Q(zk) = Z - zkzl/zlzk, we have 
zk = Pkak = Q(Zk-dPk-lak = Q(Zk-&+k-2) .‘* Q(d?(%)ak~ 
and we have the following basic algorithm: 
ALGORITHM. 
z1 = a,, PI = +,. 
Iteratre: for k = 2,. . . , m: 
zk 
(0) = ak. 
For i = 1,. . . , k - 1 
zk = ,ik-l), /,& = i$k. 
We deduce thus the unnormalized column-oriented version of the im- 
plicit modified Gram-Schmidt process applied to AT [3, 61. 
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4.3. Oblique Projection and Implicit LU Factorization 
If ek E 08” denotes the kth column of theidentity matrix, then the second 
important and easy choice for the auxiliary parameter yk in the general 
algorithm is the vector ek. 
First, in order to guarantee that & # 0, we assume that rows swaps in A 
are performed. Indeed, if II = (e,,, . . . , eVm) denotes a permutation matrix, 
then II is such that II A = (avl, . . . , av_)T. In this case zk = P,e,, t, = PcayI, 
and 
Thus we get the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM. 
Choose xi E R” arbitrarily. Let P, = I,. 
Iterate: for k = 1,2, . . . , m: 
Compute 
zk = Pkek 
tk = Pcaylr 
Pk = t,Tzk 





xk+l = xk - -2 
Pk 
k. 
Now from Theorem 2, we have 
aT,zk = 0 for i <k. 
Therefore, if m = n, we obtain an upper triangular matrix 2 = (z~, . . . , z,,) 
with l's as diagonal entries and a lower triangular matrix T = (tl, . . . , t,,,> 
with Pk’s as diagonal entries, yielding IIAZ = T. So we recognize the 
familiar LU decomposition. 
To compute the vectors zk and t,, we do not need Pk explicitly. There 
are several ways to do it. We present here the outline of two such ways. 
Let us consider (9) in which Pk is written as 
pk = Pk_lQ(ek_l, tk-l) = QcZk-l> avk_l)Pk-13 
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where the matrix Q&J, V) is such that Q(u, u) = I, - ~ur/~ru (~~0 # 0). 
So zk = P,e, = Q(e,, t,> *.. Q(ek-l, tk-l)ek = Q(z~_~, uvt_,) *a* 
Q(q, a,,)ek, and t, = P&yI = Q(u,,~, q> **a Q(uYkm,, zk_l)uvr;, where from 
we obtain the first version of the basic algorithm: 
ALGORITHM. 
21 = e,, t, = uvl. 
Iterate: for k = 2,. . . , m: 
zk 
(0)=ek,tp)=a . 
For i = 1,. . yt k-l 
t[_.$l) 
Z6i) = Q(ek_i, tk_i)zf-l) = zf-‘) - tk,ek_, e&j 
xk = ,f-l) 
2 t 
For i = 1,. . . , k - 1 
tf) = Q(ti, ei)t$+l) = tr-‘) - 
,Ttf - 1) 
-----ti 
t, = tik - 1). 
e’t, 
Now, since the vectors tk do not occur in the computation of the solution 
to Ax = b, to sidestep its use, we must also note that Pk = t,Tz, = ~$2~. We 
propose then a second version of the basic algorithm: 
ALGORITHM. 
Iterate: for k = 2, . . . , m: 
zk 
(0) = eke 
For i = 1,. . . , k - 1 
$) = Q(zi, u,,)zf-l) = zf-l) 
zk = zhk-l). 
5. CONCLUSION 
Our constructive approach allows us to define, generalize, and interpret 
some known algorithms for solving linear systems. Hence ABS algorithms and 
related methods are introduced as a generalization of Huang’s method. In 
fact, if we replace, in Huang’s method, the pseudoinverse of the matrix A, 
by the right inverse defined by (4), we get the ABS algorithm. 
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Moreover, an algebraic interpretation and a generalization of this method 
is given. This generalization depends on the sequence uk. The important and 
difficult problem of the choice of this sequence is under consideration. 
We wish to thank the anonymous referee for his valuable comments and 
suggestions which improved this paper. 
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